The city of Buffalo has an efficient metro system. Nonetheless, the number of people who drive automobiles is still greater than the number of people who utilize alternative public transportation systems such as the NFTA-Metro.

Possible Solutions:
• Implementing bike lanes in existing infrastructure
• Creating new bike lanes in areas barren of lanes
• Commissioning local artist to create murals/art pieces/structures
• Promoting existing bike solutions with a stronger social media presence
http://gobikebuffalo.org/programs/recycle-a-bike/
• Placing bike maps in Train/Bus stops and other populated areas (malls, stores, etc...)

Through alternative public transportation systems such as the metro and cycling, Buffalo has the potential to become a more sustainable and aesthetically pleasing city.

Installing convenient bike racks throughout the city and adding bike lanes throughout Buffalo will foster a bicycle friendly environment.

Notes: The image on the upper left corner is a collage comprised of, mainly, New York City subway art.